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Following the decisions of Technical Congress 2013 the rules for U15 must be adapted to be
executed in World Cup 2014 Bucharest.



The general points are clear.
A working group has to clarify the section of “dangerous sacrifice techniques and makekomi
techniques”.



Jiu-Jitsu Ne-Waza rules U15 must be adapted in similar way



The wish to have JJIF rules for the lower Age categories was expressed

Extract of MINUTES
JJIF Technical Congress
November 21st 2013– Bucharest, Romania
Rules for Juniors U15
A proposal was made by Denmark that it would be easier for the Referee to have a list of which techniques
are not allowed than have a list with the allowed techniques.
The criteria that make them not allowed is injury.
They also stated that some techniques are very similar and it is hard to detect.
Mr Klaus and Nicolas proposed that there should be no special names on techniques.
Clearify that Malkomi and throws were Tori lands on the opponent are prohibited.
We must protect the youth but bring them to an international level. Rules must be easy for referees.
A proposal was made by Mr Dimitris Georgantidis that is based that all new countries will learn the same
system (little kids up to 9 years old)
Reduction in fighting time as they are little and they can not fight for 3 minutes. it is better to reduce the
time to 2 minutes.
A proposal was made by Mr Domagata, suggesting that for the progressive evolution of the interests of our
fighters in Jujitsu Ne Waza said Brazilian, JJIF should gradually increase the weight categories, 5 currently,
we would to 9, for competitions next year.It is desirable that we are gradually in consistency, with the
categories of the combat system. (Athletes participate in two combat systems).
Female:-55Kg, - 62Kg, - 70Kg, + 70Kg
Male:-62Kg, - 69Kg-77Kg, 85Kg, + 85Kg.
With this solution we will have also 3 X 4 pairs medalists at the free trial.
For the evolution of our sport event of technical expression in couple, he propose that we add a free trial of
2 minutes to the current test that gives saqtisfaction to some nations who do not want a radical change in
this test.
For the Paris World Championships, he proposed that we add a competition by teams of nations in Combat
we could label, 'first WORLD CUP NATIONS. First, he proposed the following composition: mixed team
(women's under 62 kg and more than 62 kg, male - 62 k -, 69 k, - 77 k-85 k + 85 k.). This formula would
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provide teams of 4 fighters to a minimum, and we can leave a great freedom for replacements of a tour to
another, subject to registration at the time of weighing.
A Proposal was made from Germany:
in Duo system there are 4 sectors a, b, c, d. (3 attacks, 3 attacs, Random attacks with pre- attacks)
Germany suggests that d should be out, and b reduced on 3 sectors with the necholds out.
They proposed that there should be no protection for breast, but obligation of dental and groin protection
,no technics to the head, which hit the athletes, permission of throws by feet, permission of all throws
except utsurigoshi, ushirogoshi, kataguruma and ukiotoshi and permission or prohibition of all armbars for
easier judging and coaching.
Concerning the frequency of U15 and U18 & U21 World Championships, the proposal was: U18 and U21
World Championships every two years in the second quarter of the year, because it has been proven and
there are no difficulties with Seniors World Championships in the second half of the year. U15 tournaments
are a good idea for funded youth exchanges in addition to the system of high-performance sports.
The discussion showed the need of further preparations in a committee.
As JJIF offers U15 Championships elementary points had been voted:
A vote was done by the attendants that in U15 rules.
The general JJIF fighting rules are valid. Additional:
Part 1: it is allowed to execute Kicks and punches to the head but they must have no contact to the
head,
Part 2: in general all throws are allowed that restrictions on dangerous sacrifice techniques and
makekomi techniques shall be defined by need.
Part 3: The execution of locks (arm) and strangulation is allowed but the referee must stop the
technique it is good enough to have effect. The referee shall not wait for the tapping but announce
the “Ippon Part 3”. No leg locks allowed

Duo System U15:
Series A-B-C shall be executed with random drawn attack and pre attacks.
No series D (Weapons)
Linked documents:






2014-Proposal rules U15 – Convention (Work base for the Convention 2014)
Competition rules U15_2012 valid until 2014 (Decision of TC and GA 2012)
Hellenic_Proposal-2013 TC (proposal from Technical congress 2013)
Youth Rules_Swedish proposal-2013 TC (proposal from Technical congress 2013)
Youth rules - overview rev 20-11-2013

